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Endless-Flat belts

HEVALOID ®

Product - FlyerDipl. Ing. Werner Graf AG

Dipl. Ing. Werner Graf AG
Buechenstrasse 9
CH-9422 Staad
info@grafbelts.ch
www.grafbelts.ch
Telefon +41 71 868 60 60

Our production site in Switzerland (Staad, SG)

Truly endless . . .

Our endless belts are made
according to a unique process –

where no splice and no seam
occurs! The highest application
security in long-term working

does beat the spliced “endless”
several times. 

Not all endless belts 
are truly endless!

“Endless” finger splice,
prone to vibration

Truly endless - no splice,
no seam

“Endless” wedge splice,
prone to small radius

Under our registered brand names 

HEVALOID® - CRELAST® - RONDLAST®  

we produce and supply truly endless power 

transmission belts, precise conveyor tapes, 

endless coatings and high-performance 

round belts.

The high quality and reliability convince 

our worldwide customers (OEM, 

representatives and end-users) 

for more than 80 years.

Turning machines

truly endless
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HEVALOID®    Décolletage

Our seal of quality
guarantees you the
genuineness of our
“Graf-Endless-Belts”!

. . .  for more then 80 years!
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Developped for machines from: 
Tornos, Traub, Index, 
Escomatic, Schaublin, … 

oil-/ fat resistant 
proven quality 

truly endless 
customer satisfaction

extremely 
abrasion-resistant 
lower costs 

precisely smooth running 
higher productivity

LP 06 E

535

V 11185

Drive belts «Turning machines», endless
for high-capacity turning machines and for most precise «Décolletage» parts 

Solutus VP 06 E/ LP 06 E thickness 1.2 mm/ 2.0 mm 
Fleece- and leather belts, endlessly wound
Developed for «classical» oily drives.

Hevaloid 525/ 535 thickness 1.5 mm/ 2.0 mm 
Rubber belt CR black 70 ShA, truly endless
Endlessly cured, more flexible and very smooth 
running.

Hevaloid V 11185 thickness 1.8 mm 
Rubber belt NBR blue 75 ShA, truly endless 
Even more resistant, more stable and more durable!

Properties Endless…no splice, no seam
Extremely durable, abrasion-resistant, oil-/fat resistant

Temperature 80 °C, briefly up to 100 °C  
resistance

Special productions ATEX, FDA and various RAL-colours possible 

Hevaloid flat belts consist of endlessly woven polyester yarns and convince 
because of their extreme length stability, longevity and smooth running!

Dimensions Length       700 – 7000 mm
Width            5 –   200 mm
Thickness    1 .2 –    3.7 mm 
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